1. The committee voted unanimously to approve an exception to the “old” general requirements that would allow the sequence of EESC 111-EESC 121 to satisfy the Natural Science sequence requirement. The old sequence that this would replace is EESC 111-EESC 210. EESC 210 is no longer offered, and the new course, EESC 121, covers the content of 210 and the associated lab course EESC 211.

2. Requests for re-evaluation of transfer credits for general education designation
   a. Student 1 for Global Inquiry – not approved
   b. Student 2 for Global Inquiry – not approved
      Both students were requesting GI designation for the equivalent of our HIST 121, which is not designated for the Global Inquiry requirement.
   c. Student 3 for Global Inquiry – not approved – the committee did not feel that the course had the requisite emphasis on global aspects
   d. Student 4 for Human Experience and Society – not approved – the committee did not feel that the course satisfied the learning objectives for an HES designation
   e. Jerome Giuliano – approved for ALPP